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Three main properties have been attributed to theme vowels cross-linguistically: (i) theme 

vowels are not predictable on the bases of other formal properties (like semantic, phonological or 
morphological properties); (ii) theme vowels are not syntactically active and (iii) theme vowels 
do not impact meaning.  

 
A common approach in the literature to account for (i) is to provide the root with a class 

diacritic, which is responsible for the matching of the right theme vowel with the right root. This 
kind of approach faces, however, theoretical and empirical problems. Theoretically, under a 
framework with acategorial roots, like Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz, 1993, 
Marantz, 1997 and much subsequent work), for example, as Acquaviva (2009) has pointed, class 
diacritics on the root crucially weaken their acategorial status, since the diacritics are clues for 
the categories the relevant roots may assume. Empirically, it is not hard to find cases in which 
the very same root surfaces with different theme vowels.  

 
In order to account for the facts in (ii) and (iii) theme vowels have been proposed to be 

relevant solely on the morphological component. Analysis developed under theoretical 
frameworks in which morphological operations occurs after syntax, theme vowels are claimed to 
be inserted only at the morphological component as a dissociated morpheme to fulfill some kind 
of morphological well-formedness requirement (see Harris, 1999 for Spanish ; Oltra-Massuet, 
1999 for Catalan ; Alcânta 2003, 2010 for Brazilian Portuguese). 

 
Based on Brazilian Portuguese (henceforth PB) nouns, this work revisits the main 

properties of theme vowels to propose, under a syntactic approach to word formation, that (a) no 
class diacritics are necessary at any level of the derivation and (b) theme vowels are not a 
morphological well-fomedness requirement. More specifically, it is proposed that the analysis of 
inflectional classes should be unified with the analysis of gender. In this sense, it is proposed that 
both, gender and inflectional class are phonological exponents of the very same syntactic head, 
which we call Gender Phrase. The Gender head feature specification is responsible for triggering 
agreement between the noun and its modifiers.  
 

Brazilian Portuguese nouns are divided in, at least, four different inflectional classes 
(nouns ended in –a, -o, -e or ∅) and two different gender groups (masculine and feminine). 
Although generalizations on the relation between gender and class can be made, it is not possible 
to predict the inflectional class based on gender information and vice-versa. Masculine and 
feminine nouns can be found in all classes:  
 
(1)  Class  Masculine   Feminine 
  -o  livr-o  (‘book’)   trib-o  (‘tribe’) 

 -a  planet-a  (‘planet’)  cavern-a  (‘cave’) 
 -e  xal-e  (‘shawl)   pel-e  (‘skin’) 
  ∅  café  (‘coffee’)   pá  (‘shovel’) 



 
Under the assumption that terminal nodes are devoid of phonological realization at a 

syntactic level (late insertion), we account for the unpredictability of the inflectional class in a 
very simple way: contextual specification. This means that, the Vocabulary Insertion rules for 
the gender head can be either default or determined by more specific rules, which include the 
relevant roots on the contextual specification. It is a widely accepted fact that contextual 
specification do count in the competition between possible phonological exponents.    

 
 
(2) Vocabulary Insertion rules of the gender head 

a. Gender  head  ↔  -a/ [feminine]                  
b. Gender  head  ↔  -o/ [masculine] 

 
c. Gender  head  ↔  -a/  √planet;;  √map 
d. Gender  head  ↔  -o/  √trib;;  √libid 
e. Gender  head  ↔ -e/  √xal;;  √pel 

   
It is clear that unexpected phonological patterns, as planeta (‘planet’)  and  mapa (‘map’),  

which are masculine nouns ended in -a, or as tribo (‘tribe’)   and   libido (‘libido’),   which   are  
feminine nouns ended in -o,  have to be listed somewhere. Crucially by specifying them on the 
Exponent List, the proposed analysis dispenses with any necessity of class diacritics at any level 
of the derivation. We argue, then, that, at least in PB nominal system, no class diacritics are 
necessary. Contextually specified rules on the Exponent List deal with the unpredictability stated 
in (i) with no need to assume that that inflectional classes are diacritics on roots. 
    

Turning into the facts in (ii) and (iii), it is important to point that saying that theme 
vowels fulfill a kind of morphological well-fomedness requirement is an effort to prevent them 
from being in syntax or from impacting meaning. Once we argue that gender and class are 
exponents of the very same syntactic head, the morphological well-formedness requirement is 
useless. Dealing specifically with meaning computation, it is proposed that the gender head can 
contribute to meaning in two different ways: compositionally and non-compositionally. The 
compositional contribution of the gender head is exclusive to cases in which a pair can be 
formed, as in gato (‘male   cat’)   or   gata (‘female   cat’),   for   example.   On   the   other   hand, non-
compositional contribution of the gender head to meaning generates interpretations where no 
such a pair can be found, as in mesa (‘table’)  or  livro  (‘book’),  for  example.  In this sense, what is 
traditionally known as gender is nothing more than a formal context in which the gender head 
contributes to meaning in a compositional way. On the other hand, what is traditionally known as 
inflectional class is nothing but a formal context in which the gender head contributes to 
meaning in a non-compositional way.     
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